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Editorial
First, an apology. Circumstances beyond my control have caused this
issue to morph from Spring to Summer. My apologies for the delay in
your ‘in focus’ service. I hope it was worth the wait.

We kick off with our regular musings by Dr. Alex Mustard. Alex shares
with us a fascinating exchange held with our co-founder Peter Scoones
on a recent trip to Thailand. Is digital photography and subsequent
image manipulation undermining the original ‘honesty’ in traditional film
underwater photography? Read on and find out, the conversation may
surprise you.

Next I am delighted to introduce a new column ‘In the field’ by Gavin
Parsons. Gavin is a full time freelance photojournalist and he is going
to give us a regular glimpse into the world of the travelling reporter.
This first piece describes a trip to Mozambique to photograph and report
on the ‘big 7’. The big 5 land game animals but with whale sharks and
mantas added on.

Another very busy member is Maria Munn who explains the amazing
results that can be achieved with a compact camera. Maria runs one
day courses and leads compact camera trips overseas so is very
qualified to share this with us.

More experience and expertise follows with a thorough and useful
review of the Nikon D300 camera together with the Subal ND30 housing
by teaching guru Martin Edge. Many of you will be familiar with Martin’s
courses and trips and I am very pleased to include his thoughts in this
magazine.

All this is followed by some excellent monthly meeting reports by our
new scribe, Malcolm Nobbs.

Right, those uncontrollable circumstances are calling again so I must
run. Enjoy.

Happy summer diving to you all,
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BSoUP meetings 2008

August 20
Photo techniques: TBA
‘focus on’: International
Main event: Setting up an exhibition with Emma Critchley

September 17
Main event: An evening with Colin Doeg, Peter Scoones,

Tim Glover & Geoff Harwood
‘focus on’: Movement
Main event: An evening with Colin Doeg, Peter Scoones,

Tim Glover & Geoff Harwood

October 15
Photo techniques: Copyright with Simon Brown
Annual event: Best of British portfolio competition
Main event: Shooting the big stuff with Charles Hood

November 19
Annual event: AGM
Annual event: Beginners portfolio competition
Main event: Moving out of the comfort zone with Alex

Mustard

December 17
Annual event: Open portfolio competition
Annual event: Christmas party

2009 dates for your diary
March: Theme portfolio
July 4: Splash-in
October: Best of British portfolio
November: Beginners portfolio
December Open portfolio
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Thailand and traditionalists by Alex Mustard
www.amustard.com
Ever since digital cameras were first taken
beneath the waves there have been
mutterings that these new fangled devices are
undermining the tradition of honesty in
underwater photography. The traditionalists
argue that manipulation is now just a mouse
click away. Slides were pure and honest. The
good old days have been lost forever.

There are many flaws in this point of view.
But recently I heard an interesting argument
that put these traditionalists in a fresh
perspective, from none other than BSoUP’s co-founder, Peter Scoones.
A man who needs no introduction here.

I first heard the name Scoones when ‘live from the Red Sea’ Reefwatch
was broadcast in 1988. I remember the day very clearly - I was thirteen
at the time. I had spotted this coral reef show in the Radio Times.
Unfortunately, as I counted down the days my parents told me that we
were visiting my grandmother’s that day! Disaster. A tantrum or two
later and a deal was struck. Her TV was small, but I was allowed to
watch the instalments as the show was broadcast at intervals during
the day. I sat just a couple of feet from the screen, transfixed.

The show introduced me to names like the Red Sea and Ras
Mohammed. But one stood out above these. I was already taking
underwater photographs myself and was keen to glean all I could from
the show. Waiting for the credits I saw ‘Photography – Peter Scoones’.
He was the first underwater photographer I knew the name of. I became
a fan, instantly. Throughout my school days I followed the adventures
of Scoones in TV credits and diving magazines. I never dreamt I would
meet him.

That changed ten years later in 1998. Peter Rowlands was coordinating
the invites for a Scoones Red Sea charter, filming for the BBC’s Blue
Planet. Rowlands knew me as an Ocean Optics customer and as a
young guy who had started to win some competitions. A precious invite
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was extended my way. Arriving late at night I remember walking up on
deck next morning. Scoones was there. Foot on bench, elbow on knee,
hand on chin, staring out over the water at the high cliffs of Shark
Observatory. “Have you heard about Ras Mohammed?” he asked. I
mumbled a reply. That trip totally changed my approach to underwater
photography. The way I dived, prepared for dives, looked after my
camera. That week I also learnt about the existence of BSoUP.

Anyway I digress. These memories flood back because another
decade on and I am writing to you from Thailand on another Scoones
charter. We’re in the Similan Islands, and unusually, Peter is here
working on a personal film project, his first for about 45 years! That
last film was so highly decorated and celebrated that he has been
occupied shooting for the BBC ever since. The new film, going under
the working title of Gardens of Eden, will chart a voyage across the
reefs of the Indo-Pacific, an idea sparked by his friend and highly
experienced diver Rick Lawson. The project will take Peter back to
many of his most productive locations across the region.

The first stop on this high-def adventure is Thailand - a firm favourite.
“We’ve been coming here for a long time,” says Peter. “Our first trip
was for a BBC program called Land of the Tiger and we had Richelieu
Rock all to ourselves! That first time we did not see whale sharks, but
had more than a dozen pairs of spawning cuttlefish.” Peter later filmed
both whale sharks and harlequin shrimps for Blue Planet at Richelieu.
“These days it is less productive for filming because of the numbers of
divers, although I am sure they enjoy the site.”

On this charter we have spent much of our time moored up at East of
Eden in the Similans. “It is a very productive site for me. We stay in
one place and it gets better and better and better,” enthuses Peter.
“There is an enormous variety of life in shallow conditions, which allows
me to work all day. There is so much here. So much behaviour. I am
hoping to build a sequence of predation driven by the yellow goatfish
schools. With bluefin trevallies and emperors joining in. I am also
working on small creatures, maybe a sequence on filter feeding. We’ll
see what performs.”

For the rest of us the diving is pure bliss. The boat doesn’t move and
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we are free to go in and out when we please. Watching behaviours,
spending time with creatures and experimenting with photographic
techniques. It is incredibly productive and addictive. With only eight of
us on board you are encouraged to go in alone and find your own
space. Having the correct style of diving is so fundamental for
productive underwater photography.

Not everyone realises that Peter remains an active still photographer
too, embracing and challenging the latest equipment. He had a new
fisheye dome port with him, which he had designed and built for his
Nikon D2Xs and Subal housing. He is a big fan of digital and openly
welcomes any digital processing technique that can enhance creativity.
He heralds digital as a “return to real photography”.

Peter’s early underwater photography pre-dates the popularity of slide
film. “Back in the 1960s we mostly shot black and white and all the
BSoUP competitions were for prints. The skill of the photographer was
controlling the whole process, both in the water and out. You were
judged by the final image.”

“In the early days of BSoUP we had many professionals, and dark
room manipulation was part of all of our formal photographic
educations. A pro is judged on his end result, not how he got there.
When Ansel Adams went out and shot 10x8 he dodged and burned
like hell. The starting point is going out and thinking about it. Choosing
the lens, the angle, the time of day. All those steps involve as much
manipulation as anything you do in post.”

“Slides did become popular later,” adds Peter. “Just like digital is now.
Transparencies were originally embraced by underwater
photographers because they provided higher contrast than print film.
It is all a progression. First Kodachrome, then Fujichrome. Now digital
is preferred for its inherent advantages.”

So what does Peter make of the so-called traditionalists who dislike
digital because it undermines the photographic truth? “Certainly there
remains a need for accurate record shots for marine biologists, but
that is not photography.” He has little time for their narrow-mindedness.
“They are ignorant of the true history of photography and underwater
photography”. It is an educational point of view.
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In the field by Gavin Parsons
www.gavinparsons.co.uk
Welcome to our new, regular feature
‘in the field’, which follows the ups
and downs of a professional
photojournalist on his travels. Gavin
Parsons has been a freelance
diving photojournalist since 1999.
Before that he edited Sport Diver
magazine for six years. He has many
awards and accolades for work
above and below the water. He travels around the UK
and the world looking for new marine life spectacles and
is also a director of British Divers Marine Life Rescue.

Mozambique
My first ‘in the field’ started as a potential disaster, beginning two days
before I even left the UK. A call from Gerry at Safaridiver said a typhoon
was about to kick Madagascar’s teeth in and would kiss the coast of
Mozambique, just where I wanted to dive. When 100mph winds
embrace anything in the developing world, the result is rarely good
diving. So, Gerry and the South African agents - Barra Resorts - asked
if I minded turning the proposed trip on its head. So when I landed in
Johannesburg, instead of charging across the city for a flight to
Inhambane, Mozambique, I waited around in a small private terminal
on the other side of the international airport for a flight to Madikwe game
reserve. I had no idea when the flight was, or where it was actually
landing but I’d survived an overnight flight from London and was too
tired to care where I’d end up.

I dozed in a comfortable chair with a freshly-brewed coffee (assuming
someone would eventually point me at a plane) and realised the
beautiful blonde woman opposite was talking to me. She’d asked if I
was Thom Yorke from the band Radiohead. In my sleep deprived state
I failed to make full use of the situation, which is probably a good thing
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as she was on her way to a game lodge to sort out her wedding!  Mind
you, she did sit behind me in a small twin engine plane puking her
guts up which never makes an ideal first impression!

I spent four days hopping between safari lodges in Madikwe game
park photographing rhino, giraffe, elephant, leopard, lions and various
hoofed animals for an article on Africa’s Big 7 - the famous Big 5 plus
two more – whale sharks and mantas. I was charged by a horny rhino
who we’d disturbed as he was impressing two ladies; almost headbutted
by a nervous elephant and sat within paw swotting distance of a large
male lion guarding a fresh Kudu kill. As an introduction to land safaris it
was like getting free crack for a month - I am well and truly hooked.

Four days later though I landed at Inhambane, Mozambique, aiming to
get wet. The big 5 were in the bag so I was looking forward to getting
into my element - water. But on my first morning the waves rolling onto
the flat sandy beach were a telling sign of the in-water conditions. The
typhoon had passed a couple of days before, but like eating a bad
curry the aftershocks where still being felt. Underwater, the current
was pretty strong making photography difficult and the visibility
somewhat uncertain.

A shoal of bigeye jacks circled around the dive site and in the absence
of manta rays I photographed them. Starting to enjoy it I got a few
decent images, then looked around to see where everyone else was
and saw nothing. Well not nothing, a few lionfish, some butterflyfish
and the odd wrasse, but no divers. Actually that’s a lie, there was one
German guy who’d also been photographing the jacks. He swam
towards me like a fat person at doughnut-shop opening time with a
look of abject fear on his face.

I guessed he rarely dived on his own, but the dive master’s warning
was ringing in my ears - if you get separated, surface immediately
under a delayed SMB. Now I hate using an SMB with a camera, but I
guessed my German friend wasn’t up to it and it was probably bad
form to break centre rules and end up off the coast of Madagascar on
the first dive, so I fought with the SMB and thankfully surfaced right
next to the dive boat.
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Whale sharks
The bad weather persisted for a couple more days ensuring my quarry
stayed away. I had fun though at a great macro site in the lagoon and
visited a few other local sites which were good to dive.

But this is where an assignment and a holiday part company. While
other divers were making the most of the situation and enjoying the
diving no matter what they saw, I was getting frustrated. My time was
running dry and I’d yet to complete my article. A dive magazine wouldn’t
want an article on a land safari or about travelling to Mozambique to
see some lionfish and jacks - plenty of those in Egypt. Luckily, on my
penultimate day, the weather calmed enough to visit Manta City off
Tofu. On the way out we saw our first whale shark of the trip. She
wasn’t big, and quite nervous of the snorkellers who suddenly appeared
around her, but she stayed long enough for one of the guest to claim
his first whale shark encounter - on his 38th birthday no less.

The site is one of the best I have dived in the world. The manta didn’t
appear until the end (typical), but the sheer number and variety of fish
was immense, plus the reef structure is wonderful, providing a different
backdrop around each corner. The manta came into the last cleaning
station on the very reef top when time was running short so the images
are perhaps not the best, but are OK and were fine for the article.

And more importantly, on the way back we came across three whale
sharks feeding in the shallows. Two weren’t the friendliest and
disappeared into the oceanic blue before I really got anything decent,
but the last was friendly like a dog around a pub table at lunchtime.

The shark emerged out of the visibility edge and swam directly at me,
seemingly unfazed by my presence. Her sensory system would have
told her I was there long before she could see me, but a predator my
size would need to think very hard or be very hungry to take on an 8
metre long shark so she wasn’t perturbed and carried on. As she
neared, I could see the lack of anal claspers meaning she was female
and surprisingly she had very few hangers on. Whale sharks, like
other ocean wanderers, pick up all manner of hitchhikers like remoras
and pilotfish. This one was fairly free.
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I stopped and waited. At first she started to veer off and my heart sank
a little as I thought she was going to pass me by at a distance. Instead
though, she turned. Soon my vision was filled with spotted whale shark
and still she kept coming, dipping below just before we collided. I lay
as flat against the surface as I could, but had I wanted to, could have
reached down and touched her head. I was also conscious that
following her head was a large dorsal fin and then a tail, both of which
stuck up a long way. She knew that too and her dorsal drifted by just a
few centimetres from my mask and most importantly - groin (a tonne
worth of fish slamming into my nether regions would be the complete
opposite of pleasant!).

The next day I swam with a couple more sharks and I could see that
as the weather improved the sightings would get even better but sadly
I had to leave. It was a touch and go sort of trip, but thankfully it worked
out in the end. Nature toys with me like that sometimes, but given
patience and perseverance it generally works out.

I was, though, so impressed with Mozambique and its manta and whale
shark spotting opportunities that when I got back I started to put
together a trip for big animal enthusiasts. That trip is now a reality and
can be booked through Safaridiver (www.safaridiver.co.uk).

Next issue: Newfoundland’s ‘Capelin Roll’

Creative shots with a compact camera by Maria
Munn www.oceanvisions.co.uk

Maria is a self-taught photographer.
After defying doctors who said she
would never walk again, in 1997 she
embarked on an ongoing
worldwide travel adventure visiting
over 30 countries. Maria regularly
runs one day courses and leads
compact camera trips overseas.
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Amazing photographs with a compact camera are finally possible using
lenses and flashguns made by Inon. In fact, the quality of this
equipment is so superb that whilst applying for my recently awarded
Licentiateship, the Royal Photographic Society panel could not
differentiate between photos taken with the compact and those taken
with my Canon DSLR system.

I had seen superb results from my guests during my courses in the
past, but never had a chance to try the equipment myself, until this
past winter. The equipment is so good, I became addicted in a very
short space of time.

Let’s start with the small stuff. Having followed some of the largest
animals underwater for the past seven years, it is no secret that macro
photography wasn’t one of my most passionate subjects. But thanks
to the superb sharpness possible with an Inon close-up lens, I’ve finally
fallen in love with the small stuff! The two element lenses used in this
lens really help to ensure the sharpest and most defined images can
be taken. The lens screws into a bayonet type adaptor made by Inon
for different models of compact camera. Just put the lens on the front
of the housing and start taking pictures. It really is that simple and
means less fiddling looking for that macro button underwater. Sharp,
crisp images with a strobe are guaranteed every time (as long as the
diver behind the camera doesn’t have an attack of the wobbles). An
extra feature is that more than one lens can be stacked to provide an
even greater magnification with very small subjects.

So what about the big stuff with a wide-angle lens; what is the difference
between using a standard wide-angle or fisheye and what difference
do they make to your photography?

For any wreck, cave, whale shark, dolphin or turtle lover, a wide-angle
lens is an essential tool for any camera. It ensures far sharper pictures
by being able to get far closer to your subject, thereby reducing the
water column. Both of these lenses are perfect to use with any manual/
custom white balance feature for fantastic photographs without a
strobe. The Inon UWL-105 AD is a remarkably compact and razor
sharp wide-angle lens which offers around 105 degrees field of view.
It’s a great choice for beginners who are shooting large subjects, as
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well as working in low visibility by reducing the distance from your subject.

It has helped one of my guests, Fefe Morisod who works as an instructor
in the Red Sea to take a vast portfolio of incredible images with her
Sony Cybershot in an Ikelite Housing. No-one else could tell whether
her photos had been taken with a DSLR system or a compact!

Inon’s fisheye lens will truly let you get even more creative with your
underwater photography, taking it to a totally new dimension. It allows
you to get within three feet of your buddy to take a full photograph
rendering the whole scene completely sharp and in focus, even to the
point where a subject could sit on the lens itself and you would still be
able to photograph it. It really is the perfect tool for anyone who is
passionate about close-focus wide-angle photography due to the vast
depth-of-field available. It is also possible to zoom through the lens itself.

And last, but by no means least, of this remarkable compact camera
set-up is the Inon D2000 flashgun. It is the only strobe which offers
true compatibility with any make of compact, coupled with TTL simplicity
providing outstanding vibrancy and a richness in colour that has to be
seen to be believed. I have personally seen it achieve excellent images
with any model of camera that it has been used with, even those with
no aperture priority control. The models which I’ve seen perform are
the Canon Ixus & Powershot range, the Fuji Finepix range, and both
the Sony and the Olympus ranges, including the MJU models.

Whilst using it on a trip with Tony Backhurst last year to the Northern
Red Sea, the richness and saturation of colours it gave to my Ras
Mohammed reef shots were breathtaking. As was the coverage it
provided with the fisheye. By using the additional -0.5 stop diffuser,
this increased the light coverage dramatically and is one of the few
strobes which can illuminate such a wide field of view perfectly.

For any beginner in underwater photography, the simplicity of using
this strobe is incredible with fabulous results guaranteed every time it
fires. Breathtaking underwater photography with any kind of compact
camera is truly possible thanks to the Inon system. It has opened a
whole new world of incredible, award winning pictures for anyone with
a compact camera and housing.
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When the Nikon D300 was released in summer ‘07 I, along with many
other underwater photographers, recognised that its introduction
coupled with the relatively low retail price would substantially influence
underwater photography the world over. In my role as uwp educator I
decided to ‘jump on the bandwagon’ and upgrade from my trusty,
reliable and much loved D200.

I should explain that I have favoured Nikon since my F2 in the ‘80’s
and have owned Subal housings since the F801 in the early ‘90’s. As
a teacher I regularly instruct in Ikelite, Sea & Sea, Nexus and Hugyfot
DSLR housings. Whilst I’ll endeavour to be as impartial as I can, the
influence that Nikon and Subal have had on my photographic career
cannot be ignored. I am unable to compare the D300 against our
Canon cousins but against the D200 I can.

Camera and housing
I received my pre-production ND30 housing in late March ’08; I may
have been only the first or second person to acquire one. It showed a
significant defect involving the five-menu multi-selector buttons. I found
it hard to believe this wasn’t my own fault but after my failure to correct
it I contacted my supplier. Subal had designed the five corresponding
rocker pins inside the housing to be too long. Two other pre-production
housings showed the same characteristics and it was soon established
that Subal had not sufficiently tested this particular control before
shipping.

In their defence, within hours of reporting it Subal in Austria offered a
solution; file 2mm off each rocker pin on the inside of the housing
back plate. I must emphasise that this fault was only apparent in those
three early production housings and I am reliably informed that it has
not been an issue since.

Housing
At first sight the ND30 is very similar to the ND20 (D200). It weighs the
same, looks the same and when you take hold, it feels the same.

Nikon D300 camera and Subal ND30 housing review
by Martin Edge www.edgeunderwaterphotography.com
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But then you notice the huge 3" LCD screen. Now, I am a firm believer
that the larger the screen the easier and more accurately you can
review the result underwater. I cannot emphasise this enough. It’s no
use finding out you have clipped the composition or chosen the wrong
angle when you’re back on dry land! The time to review and correct
an error or pursue a new idea is at the time of shooting. The screen is
bright, clear and easy to view even in shallow water, with a one finger-
press-zoom button on the rear of the housing. I could determine sharp
focus on my macro/ close-up subjects and often I persisted to correct
my focusing/ compositional mistakes. I doubt if I would have noticed
underwater (at the time) these small imperfections by viewing my D200
screen.

GS viewfinder
I receive many enquiries on whether the Subal GS viewfinder is worth
the money. I believe the viewfinder of any housing is without doubt the
most significant feature of the entire design. If we cannot see clearly
and accurately what we are trying to shoot then what is the point?
Enhanced viewfinders like Subal’s and others, though expensive, are
definitely worth the money IMHO.

Controls
The front main dial (aperture), the rear main dial (shutter speed) and
shutter release control are in exactly the same position as before. I
have heard criticisms that for users with smaller hands the shutter
release is too far away from the right handle grip. My suggestion is to
simply release the velcro strap to allow closer access.

On/Off switch has changed to a circular design, which I think is an
improvement, and the sensitivity when turning the camera on and off
both on land (without the back plate connected) and underwater feels
more positive.

Mode and +/- exposure compensation push down controls situated
behind the on/off switch are now raised up slightly. Whilst initlially this
would not appear to make the slightest difference, underwater it was
much easier for me to make changes without looking at either dial. I’m
unable to comment on whether or not these dials are as easy to
manipulate when wearing gloves (Fig. 1)
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

A similar design improvement is evident on the left side where Subal
have dispensed with the small black circular base on which the ‘QUAL’
quality, ‘WB’ white balance and ISO push down controls were situated
on the ND20 (Fig. 2)

Now, I always change QUAL and ISO via ‘my menu’ in the rear LCD
screen but I do need easy access to the WB button. My WB settings
fluctuate between ‘Auto’ and ‘Preset’. To set ‘Preset’ via the housing
first use the LCD screen to locate and change it, this brings the ‘PRE’
setting up in the bottom right hand corner of the viewfinder. Once
done, push down and hold the ‘WB’ control for about three seconds
and press the shutter. If this is successful you will see the ‘Gd’ sign
(which signifies the preset reading is ‘good’ and has worked).

I find it much easier to locate this top left WB button than it was before.
With a little practice, ‘preset’ WB readings can be set quite easily without
having to fiddle around.

The ND30 now has a lever on top of the housing with which to activate
the flash exposure compensation button situated just below the ‘pop
up’ flash button of the camera. This is for users of Nikon SB flashguns
in housings to control exposure compensation.

Moving down the rear back-plate towards the LCD screen the ‘BKT’
bracket button of the ND20 has been replaced with the ‘playback’
button and next to it remains the ‘delete’ button. Below this, in order,
are the following five push down buttons (Fig. 3):
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· Menu
· ? info and lock
· Zoom out –
· Zoom in +
· OK

Many readers will be familiar with the above
but I’ll just mention the highlights:

? info and lock

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Press the info-lock button and the shooting display information comes
up on the screen including the aperture, shutter speed, exposure mode
etc. (Fig. 4). I found this to be a significant advantage to the way in
which I shoot:

1.   I did not have to look through the viewfinder to ascertain my
exposure settings or exposure mode
2.   The viewfinder’s built in exposure meter is also displayed,
indicating if a scene will be under- or over-exposed
3.   I could easily change and determine my settings i.e. aperture
and shutter speed by simply turning the appropriate dials and
having a clear unrestricted view of my progress in the 3" monitor
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4.   In practice, I could swim towards e.g. a turtle while adjusting
aperture and shutter speed without taking my eye off the subject

Zoom in or out
This is a one push zoom feature which can magnify the LCD by up to
27 times. Whilst this is not new, it has been enhanced and I found it
much more ergonomic.

The MSC focus mode selector, lens release, shutter release and ‘AF
on’ lever have not changed to any degree. The spot, matrix and centre
weighted dials are also unchanged.

The multi-selector push down controls now
have an additional button in the centre. This
was very useful for activating a full size
histogram overlay on top of the image and
most importantly – activating it at my own
convenience. This histogram can be set by
going to custom setting F1.

Auto Focus
The  ND30 felt no different in water to the
ND20, but soon into the trip I noticed
improvement in both ‘S’ and ‘C’ auto-focusFig. 5

(centre point) when locking onto subjects. For the last eight months I
have been using the Nikon VR 105mm macro lens with mixed results,
the jury is still out on this!

I love the results on land and the quality of blur (bokeh) but underwater
I’ve found it difficult to lock on to macro subjects because the focus is
so damn quick from minimum to maximum. Using this lens early one
morning, I dropped to 30m to shoot a longnosed hawk fish which I
had found the previous day. Once in the water I realised I had not
attached my focus torch. I shot it all the same and was surprised and
very impressed by how the focus locked-on in such poor ambient
light.  After 700 frames with my Nikon 105m macro VR - I can see
substantial improvement in the focusing abilities of the D300 and this
lens now has a permanent place in my camera bag.
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Sunbursts and highlights
Just so you know where I stand on this, by choice I don’t often include
the sun ball itself within the frame. I use the beams of light in the
corners of my wide-angles to add sparkle and ‘jazz up’ an otherwise
monochromatic blue void. Will the D300 provide our sunbursts with
the appeal they had on film? I think so but I’m unable to prove it right
now! Our 10 days in Cebu suffered with poor visibility and whilst the
sea was not rough it was often choppy. I shot sunbursts at various
depths to 25m but the beams were so scattered and diffused, it’s hard
to pass an informed opinion. As I recollect, when shooting sunbursts
in these conditions on film the results were not that impressive either.
What I can confirm is that low light shallow water sunlight shots worked
very well and there’s a significant improvement over the D200.

On four consecutive mornings I shot sunlight with a 10.5mm fisheye
in 1-6m of water. The sea conditions were glass calm and visibility
was at its best for the day at 20m. I used shutter speeds of 1/320th sec
with a whole range of apertures shooting raw at the 200 ISO default
and auto-WB. The sunbeams appeared more accentuated with a fast
shutter speed of 320th as opposed to 125th. But I was forever minded
that this could also be affected by the height of the sun in relation to
the horizon. The ‘highlights’ warning seldom indicated the sunbeams
as ‘clipped’ but when the ball of the sun was present this would blink.
In raw postproduction – Adobe CS3 - it was easy to recover the
highlights as long as they were not excessively overexposed.

I have no doubt that the ability of the D300 to handle the nature of
highlights so often associated with uwp is a substantial improvement
over Nikon DSLR cameras which have gone before. My photo buddy
Shannon Conway and I compared almost identical images taken with
my rig and his own Nikon D2x and we both agreed the D300 was
superior for highlights. We also compared how the D300 rendered
saturation and colour, particularly with the tones of blue mid-water, an
aspect of the D2x which I have always coveted. For my own
photography these improvements, together with the low light focusing
abilities and almost double the pixel count are good reasons to justify
an upgrade.
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Noise
At 400 ISO I saw no evidence of digital noise. At 800 I made the mistake
of underexposing several blue water examples and when these areas
were magnified, noise was slightly visible. Expose correctly at 1600
ISO and the noise effect diminishes.

Live view mode
During my ten day workshop I sought numerous opportunities to use
the ‘liveview’ mode to enhance normal viewfinder composition. Whilst
it is quite easy to set ‘liveview’on a Subal, all my attempts to use it in
some meaningful way failed. Perhaps I was not selecting appropriate
subjects or opportunities; perhaps the GS viewfinder is so outstandingly
clear as not to warrant it in the circumstances. Whatever the reason,
right now I fail to see the use of ‘liveview’ underwater with the ND30.
Perhaps a housing with poor view-finding characteristics would benefit.

Weight and transport
The ND30 housing, D300, Nikon 60mm macro lens and port, two Inon
Z220’s with leads and a couple of Inon flash arms have a combined
weight of 7kg. I carry this equipment in a large, lightweight ruck-sac
which can be crumpled up and made to fit the luggage rack dimensions
at airports. I wear a photographer’s vest (at the last count I found 15
pockets) in which I carry flash guns, a variety of lenses and other
essential bits and bobs. My vest (on average) weighs 10-13kg. Once
through the check-in hassle I re-pack the contents of my jacket into
the ruck-sac. This method is working well for me at international airports
and I include it in this review for those who may find it helpful.

To upgrade or not
For those contemplating an upgrade to the Nikon D300 I would suggest
visiting the most comprehensive review I have seen by Thom Hogan.
http://www.bythom.com/nikond300review.htm It’s a long read but at
the bottom of the review, Thom compares the D300 and offers his
opinions on upgrades under the heading of ‘Should I get a D300’.

For use underwater I recommend the Nikon D300 very highly and
after using and reviewing the ND30, I am unable to identify any
particular aspect of this housing which I believe could be improved
upon.
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Monthly meeting reports

UK (green water) photo techniques with Peter
Rowlands - 21 November 2007
Words by Malcolm Nobbs

Green water produces some unique challenges to underwater pho-
tographers. Artificial light will only illuminate the path of light and there
is a higher risk of backscatter than in clearer water. However, using
just natural light, filters can now produce remarkable images, particu-
larly with still life or slow moving subjects and without fear of
backscatter. Subtle colours can be captured as deep as 20 metres or
even more, producing results that are strikingly natural and simply not
possible with artificial lighting. Of course, along with being able to get
these great results there are also many limitations. For example, fil-
ters require the camera’s white balance to be set manually. This can
be difficult to achieve at deeper depths with decreasing natural light
and the lack of light in green water can necessitate long exposures or
high ISO settings. Nevertheless, with patience and practise it is now
possible to achieve images in green water that are very different from
any taken in the past.

Peter is a ground breaking underwater photographer who began diving
37 years ago. His list of diving related achievements seem endless,
founder of Sport Diver Magazine, a successful author, co-cameraman
for a BBC Thistlegorm documentary, designer of underwater camera
housings and accessories to name just a very few. In 1978 Peter
founded Ocean Optics, still a leading UK underwater photography
shop. Among his many awards he was named British Underwater
Photographer of the Year in 1987 and is a former BSoUP Secretary,
Chairman and President. In 2001, Peter began producing Underwater
Photography Magazine (UWP), a free bi-monthly web based magazine.
In 2005, together with Alex Mustard, he launched ‘Magic Filters’, these
being filters for SLRs which are designed to give high image quality
while working over a wide depth range and without causing too much
loss of light. More recently Peter and Alex have produced the ‘Auto-
Magic’ for digital compact cameras and the ‘Greenwater Magic’ for
use in green, temperate waters.
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Let there be light – juggling ISOs in Shetland
with Simon Rogerson - 16 January 2008
Words by Malcolm Nobbs

A regular contributor to the Sunday Times, BBC Wildlife and the
Independent, Simon is probably best known as editor of Dive magazine.
His first book DIVE Red Sea, co-authored with John McIntyre, was
published in 2007. Simon took up underwater photography on his first
dives in 1991 using his sister’s Minolta Weathermatic, progressing to
his first Nikonos, which he then flooded while attempting to hit an
attacking titan triggerfish with it.

Simon used images from a recent visit to Shetland to demonstrate
how it is possible, using high ISO settings, to create stunning UK
photographs. In a dozen Shetland dives Simon had enjoyed visibility
averaging 18 metres but with water temperatures peaking at 11º at the
height of summer, this is not a location for warm water divers.

Simon uses a Nikon D200 nowadays and recommends a maximum
ISO of 400 with this camera. But by way of comparison, Simon showed
three identical photographs taken at ISO 1600 with his Nikon D200
and the new Nikons D300 and D3. The results of the D3 in particular
were stunning and this will now clearly be the camera of choice for
high ISO underwater photography.

Diving the Delta with Tony White - 16 January 2008
Words by Malcolm Nobbs

Tony White began his photographic career with the Royal Navy, taking
up underwater photography in 1995. He contributes to 18 major global
nature and diving magazines and has won many awards, but is possibly
best known for a dramatic incident in 2002. Enveloped by a bait ball
while documenting the famous sardine run off South Africa, he was
bitten on the elbow by a copper shark although Tony has always
stressed this hit was an accident, not deliberate.



Anna James - stills from ‘The Cockle Farmer’, an
S4C drama - see page 38



BSoUP founders Peter Scoones and Colin Doeg make full use of the
engraved crystal wine glasses awarded to them as part of BSoUP’s 40th

anniversary celebrations
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In October 2007 Tony travelled to the Okavango Delta in Botswana.
This was an exploratory mission to establish the feasibility of taking
both still images and video footage of in particular hippos and
crocodiles, in both the wet and dry seasons. The trip got off to an
interesting start. Upon arrival at his base camp, Tony and his group
were repeatedly charged by an irate elephant who clearly viewed the
campsite as his patch of land.

Okavango Delta is the world’s biggest freshwater delta and unknown
to Tony, his first visit there coincided with the ‘Barbel Run’, the
Okavango Delta becoming alive with migrating barbels, frequently
under attack by crocodiles and birds. This contributed to very low
visibility, making underwater photography almost impossible. However,
Tony was able to show the meeting some stunning surface
photographs and one of his colleagues, Pete Wielden, achieved some
close-up video footage of hippos by disguising a Remotely Operated
Vehicle (ROV) as a floating reed bed to manoeuvre it close to the
hippos.

Tony expects to have better underwater visibility when he returns for
seven days in July 2008. With so many crocodiles in the water and
inquisitive if not aggressive hippos to contend with above the water,
this will not be a trip for the faint hearted.

Top tips on underwater photography with Linda
Pitkin - 19 March 2008
Words by Malcolm Nobbs

Linda started scuba diving in 1979, taking up underwater photography
just a year later. A popular and still regular member of BSoUP after
many years membership, she is the author and photographer of four
books. Her stock photography features widely in books, newspapers,
magazines and journals, including Professional Photographer, BBC
Wildlife, Nature, and leading diving magazines. In 2003 she was
inducted in the prestigious Women Divers Hall of Fame for a
‘Contribution to the Underwater Environment’.
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Linda’s talk gave sound advice on how to get the most out of your
camera. Although primarily aimed at less experienced image takers,
her talk served as a useful reminder to even the most accomplished
underwater photographers. Linda emphasised the need to be neutrally
buoyant so as to be able to manoeuvre close to subjects without
bumping into anything. Other tips included:

• get as close as possible to subjects for frame-filling impact, better
definition and vivid colours

• move in to the subject gradually and carefully
• coral reef cleaning stations offer the chance to get close to fish
• many bottom dwelling fish tend to remain stationary allowing time

to take the best angle
• shooting upwards can produce powerful photographs with strong

contrasts and can also make the subject look dominant
• look for photographic opportunities in particular with interesting

backgrounds or subjects in a raised position
• capture the moment, and for moving subjects get in position

ahead of them

Wreck photography with John Liddiard - 19 March
2008
Words by Malcolm Nobbs
John is a well-known freelance diving photographer and journalist and
is probably best known for his regular wreck tour articles in Diver maga-
zine. He learned to dive in 1978 and started diving full time twenty
years later. John began his photographic career with a Nikon 801 film
camera in a Subal housing with Sea & Sea YS90 strobes but now
uses a Nikon D200 in a Subal housing with Inon Z240 strobes. He also
carries a Canon S70 with him, just in case. In 1999 John became an
associate of the Royal Photographic Society (ARPS) and his photog-
raphy and website have won several awards including ‘Highly
Commended’ in the Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition for
his beautiful photograph of a spawning starfish.
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John’s talk was primarily about wreck diving, wreck photography and
Diver Magazine’s wreck tour series. The talk was not so much how to
take photographs as how to photograph wrecks and what to take
photographs of when diving wrecks. He showed the meeting
photographs of numerous wrecks that he had dived as well as
photographs of ice diving and a submarine.

John seeks to photograph parts of a structure that say something about
the wreck, rather than simply take generic wreck photographs. Often
using a rebreather for his wreck tour series, John records a rough
draft of the wreck and brief notes about it on a slate. Later, he makes a
second draft which he then scans and completes in Photoshop.
Illustrator Max Ellis then uses this to produce the finished illustration to
go with John’s article for Diver Magazine.

Out with the old, in with the new with Alan and Anna
James - 16 April 2008
Words by Malcolm Nobbs

Alan James is the proprietor of the well-known Bristol based
photography business Alan James Photography Ltd and has been
actively working in underwater photography since 1985. He has many
national and international awards to his credit including both the 2003
Subios International film festival and the Eleventh International Festival
of Underwater Photography and Film. In addition, he was crowned Sport
Diver magazine Underwater Photographer of 2004 and has consistently
won many prizes in our Splash-in competitions over the years.

Alan’s work is well published, with well over 100 dive related magazine
publications relating to worldwide travel and photographic experiences
and is also the author of ‘Beneath British Seas’.

Alan’s daughter Anna has a degree in fiilm and video production and
has worked as a freelance focus puller (camera assistant) for various
television dramas including BBC’s ‘Doctor Who’ and ‘Torchwood’ and
S4C’s Welsh language drama ‘Y Pris’ or in English, ‘The Cockle
Farmer’.
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Proud winner of the BSoUP Beginners Portfolio Competition 2007,
Anna not only shoots fish but also underwater baby portraits for Water
Babies UK, a company that provides swimming lessons for babies.

Alan began by reminding BSoUP members that five years earlier he
had given a talk with the same title which then referred to the move
from film-based to digital photography. Five years later, this same title
alludes to the closing of his well-known business and the steady
progress of his daughter’s photography. Alan explained that Sea &
Sea UK had revoked Alan James Photography Ltd’s sole distribution
rights of DSLR housings in the UK.

With Alan and his wife Heather keen to develop another business
venture, Alan James Photography Ltd will be wound down. Alan then
gave a review of some of his most memorable digital photographs
beginning with dugong shots in the Red Sea and progressing through
the Mediterranean, Indian Ocean, Sipadan and finally to UK waters
concluding with some stunning shots of mating cuttlefish.

Anna showed the meeting a series of underwater photographs of
babies taken for Water Babies UK together with dramatic underwater
video footage filmed for ‘The Cockle Farmer’. She then presented a
wide variety of her work including her winning entry for the BSoUP
Beginners Portfolio Competition 2007, macro, abstract and wide-angle
shots, a highlight of which was a spectacular split level shot of a camel
taken in Nuweiba, Egypt.

BSoUP wishes Alan, Heather and Anna the very best of luck and
happiness in their future ventures.
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Competition results
December 19 – Annual open portfolio

1st  Shannon Conway – 59 pts 4th  Alan James – 30 pts
2nd  Alex Mustard – 53 pts 5th   Arthur Kingdon – 25 pts
3rd  Jane Morgan – 35 pts 6th  Michael Gallagher  – 18 pts

Congratulations to Shannon Conway for winning the annual open port-
folio competition. Shannon was the proud recipient of the BSoUP Tro-
phy and a cheque for £100 generously donated by DIVE Magazine.
Below, Shannon gives thanks and describes his winning portfolio which
is printed on pages 24/25:

“Many thanks to everyone at BSoUP, you have all been an inspiration
to me. Giving approval to my images has motivated me to persist
when I’m struggling to get that image I desire. I would especially like
to thank Martin and Sylvia Edge for their friendship, motivation and
wisdom. Thank you Alex Mustard for making the long trip over to
Australia, I’m sure you agree there is such a diversity of marine life
outside the Barrier Reef.”

Image 1) My wife Amanda with schooling jacks at the Liberty Wreck,
Tulamben, Bali, October 2007. This image took the best part of two
dives to take much to the displeasure of my very cooperative model
and the not so cooperative jacks. A simple looking shot but as I found
out not so simple to execute, reminds me of the schooling barracuda
at Barracuda Point, Sipadan which still holds great memories. Nikon
D2x, 10.5 fisheye, twin Inons, f7.1@1/100.

Image 2) Leafy seadragon – Yorke Peninsula, South Australia,
November 2007. The leafy seadragon, what a majestic creature. Alex
and I spent in excess of 8 hours in the water with these creatures it’s
just a wonderful experience. Many thanks to Carey at
www.seaoptics.com for his guidance and advice. Nikon D2x, 60mm
macro, twin Inons, f13@1/250.
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3) Gorgonian fan and diver – Turtle Cave, Palau, June 2007. An idea
I have tried in a few caves with open tops using a gorgonian fan and
positioning the diver in the blue. This was very difficult to light and
Amanda my model looked at her reflection in the dome port to position
herself in the perfect position so she did not merge into the wall of the
cave. Nikon D2x, 10.5 fisheye, twin Inons, f8@1/100.

4) Boxer crab – Sereya Beach, Bali, October 2007. This crab is
something I have wanted to photograph for many years but have never
had the opportunity until staying at Scuba Sereya, Tulamben. We had
to wait until evening as these little critters tend to get eaten during the
day. The upward angle proved quite difficult with the enormous D2x, I
made a small hollow in the black volcanic sand so I could get the base
of my housing below the level. Nikon D2x, 105mm macro, twin Inons,
f22@1/125.

5) Sea lion portrait – Kangaroo Island, South Australia, November
2007. This cheeky monkey was playing to the camera. The fun of the
sea lions takes your mind off the fact that we were diving in great white
shark feeding grounds whilst taking pictures of their food. Nikon D2x,
12-24 @16mm, twin Inons, f11@1/100.

6) Weedy seadragon (male) carrying eggs – Sydney, November 2007.
Many thanks to Jayne Jenkins for guiding us to these wonderful
creatures; I am still recovering from the swim. The weedy seadragons
can be found all around the southern temperate waters of Australia
but as you can see are extremely well camouflaged amongst the sea
weed. I have only ever managed to find two off the western Australian
coast and was amazed when Jayne guided us what seemed like a
kilometer off one of Sydney’s main beaches straight to four. This
particular dragon is carrying eggs and has apparently dragged its tail
through algae which then grows on the eggs to camouflage them from
predators. Nikon D2x, 12-24 @17mm, twin Inons, f9@1/30.

Check out Shannon’s excellent website at
www.underwaterphotography.com.au
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January 16 – ‘focus on’ - Best of 2007

A total of 43 images entered BSoUP’s first ‘focus on’ competition of
2008 in the category ‘best of 2007’.

Congratulations to the winner Alex Mustard - his seahorse image was
voted by the audience present as the best in the category.

1st  Alex Mustard – 29 pts 5th = Jane Morgan – 16 pts
2nd  Paul Morgan – 27 pts 5th = Duncan Robins – 16 pts
3rd  Andy Cooper – 24 pts 5th = Neil Rosewarn – 16 pts
4th  Steve Jones – 22 pts 8th    Simon Brown – 16 pts

As you can see, this was a very closely fought competition with three
images receiving 16 points, including four firsts for 5th= place.

February 20 – ‘focus on’ - Animal behaviour

Congratulations to Anthony Holley - his cleaner shrimp won February’s
‘focus on’ competition ‘animal behaviour’. Shannon Conway’s mouth-
breeder came second and Alex Mustard’s aquatic pig came third. There
were a total of 43 entries.

1st  Anthony Holley – 46 pts 4th  Sam Bean – 22 pts
2nd  Shannon Conway – 32 pts 5th   Len Deeley – 21 pts
3rd  Alex Mustard – 24 pts 6th  Neil Rosewarn – 16 pts

March 19 – Annual theme portfolio

Congratulations to Arthur Kingdon from Bristol whose theme portfolio
‘Lionfish’ won this year’s annual theme portfolio competition.

Arthur beat 13 other portfolios to win the theme portfolio trophy and
£100 kindly donated by Ultimate Sports, publishers of The Art of Diving,
Dive the Red Sea and Dive the Ultimate Guide (www.ultimate-
sports.co.uk)

1st  Arthur Kingdon – 60 pts 4th  Mike Davidge – 32 pts
2nd  Kevin Cullimore – 45 pts 5th   Neil Rosewarn – 26 pts
3rd  JP Trenque – 37 pts 6th  Jane Morgan – 14 pts



Advertising rates

To advertise in ‘in focus’ please contact the editor Gill McDonald on
divegem@yahoo.com or call 07855 759946.

Colour: Back cover -  £100
Full page inside -  £73
Half page inside - £40

B&W: Full page inside -  £40
Half page inside - £25
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Classified

Nikon D100 body and Subal housing (no lenses or ports) £450 ono.
D100 is boxed with all of the usual bits, and a spare battery.

Phone Martha Tressler 07764 603657 or email martha@mtressler.com

April 16 – ‘focus on’ – Wrecks

Congratulations to Arthur Kingdon whose image of the bow of the
Carnatic won April’s ‘focus on’ competition on the theme of wrecks.
New BSoUP member Rick Ayrton came second with the bow of the
Million Hope. Joint thirds were Neil Rosewarn and Paul Morgan, both
with images of the Giannis D. All these wrecks are in the Red Sea.
There were a total of 27 entries.

1st  Arthur Kingdon – 41 pts          5th  Arthur Kingdon – 26 pts
2nd  Rick Ayrton – 39 pts               6th  Mark Thomas – 23 pts
3rd = Neil Rosewarn – 27 pts
3rd = Paul Morgan – 27 pts



BSoUP branded clothing

*** T-shirts – special price – £5 ***
*** or 3 for £10 ***

In navy blue or white with a BSoUP label over the left breast.

We also have in navy blue:
Polo Shirts (XL only)   reduced to £10
Sweatshirts (run small)   reduced to £12

Clothes are for sale at most monthly meetings by Jane Morgan. You can
also order by post or email and Jane will bring them to the next meeting or mail
them to you for a small extra charge.

Jane Morgan: 07887 558832 - jane@dive.uk.com

The British Society
of Underwater
Photographers
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P e t e r   L a d e l l
Phone/fax:  01582 419603 - coming soon - www.fullimmersionphoto.com

So, you want - Nikon iTTL
- recycle time less than 2 sec.
- flash sync. up to 1/8000 sec.
- full manual control
- use 2 or more flashes with iTTL
- flash control from camera (dependent

on camera/housing)
-  built in modelling light
-  built in focus light
-  light modifying attachments
- 300 + full power flashes per battery set
-  to use Nikon CLS (creative lighting system)
-  an advanced flash system

YOU WANT A     - FullImmersionPhoto - SB800 housing

Reserve yours now……… peter@fullimmersionphoto.com 01582 419603

Dual Nikon D200/D300 housing – in development – Contact: PETER LADELL
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BSoUP meets on the third Wednesday of each month at 20.00hrs in the function
room at the Holland Club, Imperial College, London. From South Kensington tube
station take the tunnel to the Museums and Exhibition Road. Continue north and
turn left into Prince Consort Road. Turn left just before the far end through gates
into the entrance to the grounds of Imperial College, walk down the hill and go
through the white double doors facing you into the Holland Club. If you are coming
by road, turn into the College grounds from Exhibition Road, take a parking ticket
at the barrier and ask directions to the Holland Club. When you leave you must
pay at the barrier (currently £8.50) for the evening (after 18.00hrs). Do not arrive
before this time as the ‘evening’ parking could cost you £16. Alternatively, there
are parking meters in the surrounding roads until 18.30. Beware as there are many
Residents Only bays which operate all evening. There are bar facilities in the Club
and snacks are available.

How to find us
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BSoUP officers 2008

President/ Webmaster/
Publicity: Brian Pitkin
Tel: 020 8668 8168 email: brian.pitkin@virgin.net

Chairman: Jean Phillipe (JP) Trenque
Tel: 07767 874046 email: jp@jptrenque.com

Honorary secretary: Joss Woolf
Tel: 07710 943411 email: josswoolf@hotmail.com

Honorary treasurer/
Membership secretary: Mike Russell
Tel: 01707 655944 email: mjrussell@onetel.com

Meetings secretary: Jane Morgan
Tel: 07887 558832 email: jane@dive.uk.com

‘in focus’ editor: Gill McDonald
Tel: 07855 759946 email: divegem@yahoo.com

‘in focus’ production editor: Anthony Holley
Tel: 020 8949 7568 email: bsoup@holleyuwphoto.com

Splash-in co-ordinator: Martha Tressler
Tel: 07764 603657 email: martha@mtressler.com

Committee members:
Martin Davies 07957 267391 martin@amberleyphotographic.co.uk
Colin Doeg 020 7622 8147 cdoeg35108@aol.com
Peter Ladell 01582 419603 bsoup@fullimmersionphoto.com
John Langford 020 8567 4464 john.r.langford@lineone.net
Paul Morgan 01293 530827 paul.morgan@mac.com
Alexander Mustard 07876 523110 alex@amustard.com
Pedro Vieyra 07790 816887 pedro.vieyra@chelwest.nhs.uk

Honorary life members:
Colin Doeg (Vice President), Peter Scoones (Vice President), Martin Edge,
Tim Glover, Geoff Harwood, Brian Pitkin, Peter Rowlands, Stanton Waterman
and Warren Williams
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